The authors state briefly the possibility of various simulators to handle propagation of electromagnetic waves along some interconnections, in 3D RF (Radio Frequency) circuits. The studies are first derived in the time domain: a Finite-Difference Time-Domain method is applied, taking spectra via FFTs (Fast Fourier Transform) as post-processors. Electric and magnetic field distributions, pulse propagations along stripline structures or vias are highlighted. The scattering parameters for various cases are extracted and compared. Some original issue of this work is an insight on crosstalk or shielding phenomena between lines.
Introduction
Three dimensional integration technologies (3D) allow fabrication of planar devices in vertically stacked planes. Today, the desire of computational accuracy and effectiveness in microwave devices and circuits become an essential part for engineers and designers.
The goal of this paper is twofold: First of all, we develop a Finite Difference Time domain (FDTD) method to resolve the two equations of Maxwell relative to the curl fields-the electric field E, and the magnetic excitation H, starting from the pioneering paper of Yee [1] ; As an example support, we consider a simple conductor plate. Then we do a relatively in-depth study of another simple case: a strip line. For that, we use essentially Sentaurus [2] [3] ; Sentaurus is a software package based on the finite element method (FEM) for the device study and the FDTD one for the electromagnetic field.
The principal aim of such a way is to grasp sufficient numerical experiences (plus actual experiments), to pursue the development of our "open" tool (our final goal will be to build a simulator which couples the electromagnetic equations with device equations (cf. "Poisson" and div J).
The paper is organized as follows: The first section deals with our FDTD method applied to Maxwell's equations relative to the curl fields, considering a stripline; section 2 is a comparison between the most well known simulators; then in section 3, we extend this work to two strip lines with shield plane, to study crosstalk phenomena; in section 4 we concern a 3D TSV study. where μ denotes the permeability, ε the permittivity, and σ the electric conductivity.
Although there are different ways to solve Maxwell' equations numerically, the FDTD is one of the most suitable schemes for the purpose of analyzing 3D structures.
Yees's pioneering approach [1, 4] uses centred differences to approximate space and time derivatives. The region being modelled is represented by two interleaved grids, one containing the edges of the electric field, the other containing the edges of the magnetic one.
Time derivatives are not computed at the same time-frame, but at different, interlaced intervals. Then, each unknown field component depends only on previously-calculated components of the dual kind: two sets of equations are thus recovered, each set being composed of independent equations. This so-called "leapfrog" algorithm makes the set of linear equations easy to handle and solve sequentially:
where c is the propagation speed in the medium and Δx, Δy et Δz are the cell minimum space in the FDTD grid.
Finally, the computation domain is chosen large enough to have possibly two ports far away from any discontinuity.
As a first check, after the implementation of our FDTD algorithm, we consider the diffraction of an incident TM wave (Transverse Electro-magnetic mode; initial amplitude shape: a half sinus) by a perfectly conducting rectangular strip line; some numerical results are shown in Fig. 1 : wave amplitude-arbitrary unit-versus calculation domain spatial coordinates-i, j indexes. The space grid size must be such that over one increment the electromagnetic field does not change too much: to have meaningful results, the linear dimension of the grid must be only a fraction of the wave length. We shall assume that the field does not depend on the z direction. The incident wave is well scattered (as waited) after it encounters the obstacle.
The Strip Line
A microstrip is a two conductors transmission line consisting of a strip over a ground plane; both of them are usually supported by a layer of dielectric material. The field around the strip conductor exists both in the air and in the dielectric; this inhomogeneous dielectric arrangement leads to quasi-TEM (Transverse Electromagnetic mode) behavior and greatly complicates the analysis of microstrip components. By quasi-TEM, we mean that there is always some small, but finite, longitudinal component to the fields on a microstrip line.
2.1.1 Analytical Models for Strip Parameter Extraction-ADS Simulator [5] ADS simulator is a well known RF SPICE-like simulator. Starting from geometrical data of the problem and dealing with some well known analytical formula (e.g. Fig. 2) , it is possible to extract the principal characteristics of the strip.
Then, in our typical example, we get Z 0 = 73.6 Ω, C 0 = 0.362 pF, L 0 = 1.96 nH. G 0 is null, as the dielectric is considered perfect.
We consider also the skin effect, modelled by the following well known equations: [6] and Fastcap [7] are free tools; with them, we can extract inductance/résistance and capacitance of the 3D structures.
With the same example as above [5] , we get C 0 = 0.357 pF, L 0 = 2.15 nH (à 1MHz), R 0 = 3.18 mΩ (à 1 MHz), and then Z 0 = 77.6 Ω. [8] is a dedicated tool for full wave electromagnetic analysis. It uses essentially a Finite Element method (FEM). Typically a 3D simulation can use a few hours.
Numerical Simulations

HFSS and COMSOL Simulations HFSS
On another hand COMSOL [9] , a FEM-based simulator is more general (multiphysics); we could couple EM and device fields.
Result Comparisons
To simulate the parameters S 11 et Z 11 from analytical model or Fastcap/Fasthenry simulations, lumped π-RLC models are generated with ADS.
For the sake of the basic criterion "l/20", and considering a wave length of 5.9 mm at 50 GHz, the distributed model is constituted of 20 elements (the R, L and C values are divided by 20).
Parameters S 11
Presented are on the Figs. 3-4, the imaginary and the real part of the S-parameters, respectively for a short or open circuit of the microstrip. Some differences appear essentially for the oscillations at high frequencies, depending perhaps on the discretisation scheme, the mesh grid, or the mathematical algorithm. 2.2.4 Impédance Z 11 The Z 11 impedance is extracted from S 11 using the following well-known equation: because we can give some physical interpretation easier, building models with inductances et resistances in series, but also some parallel capacitances. This impedance is presented in Fig. 5 ; we recall the skin depth varying, in the analytical theory, as the square root of the frequency.
Microstrip Open (Parallel Impedance)
2.3.1 RLC Network and Characteristic Impedance C, L and R are extracted from "open" simulations (for low frequency), using the following formula:
Figs. 5b and 6 are depicted the R, L, C results, extracted from the Z 11 impedance. It is remarked the difference, at low frequencies, for the real part of Z 11 , between HFSS and the others simulations, that is not easy to understand; HFSS does not seems take into account the serie resistance.
Finally, Table 1 presents a result synopsis of RLC values extracted with the dedicated simulators. Again (Fig. 5a ) HFSS results deviate a little bit from the other ones.
Simulations with an FDTD Algorithm
As we said, Sentaurus-EMW [2] ) is a simulator based on the 2D or 3D FDTD algorithm. This tool's interest is twofold: (1) the transient time studies seem of more physical outstanding than the frequency one; in fact, we used FFT algorithm as a postprocessor of the FDTD. (2) Sentaurus is dedicated to the device-2D or 3D-(Sentaurus-DESSIS); it should be very useful for 3D studies of RF heterogeneous circuits with substrate coupling and EMC. This simulator seems pretty hard to handle, but it is interesting in a physical point of view.
The Stripline
We consider again the basic connecting elements: the striplines [10] . The TEM field distribution map or the electric and magnetic fields are calculated inside a defined domain.
A Gaussian pulse, oriented parallel to positive y-axis (see Fig. 7 ) is injected, bridging the gap between the ground plane and the strip conductor at the desired source location (called "feed"), modulating the quiescent electromagnetic field. The probe points (sensors in Sentaurus) are called: u 1 , u 2 , … .
The propagating Gaussian pulse (amplitude: 1 'V', standard deviation: 8.10 -10 s, Tpeak = 7.10 -11 s) shows deformation ( Fig. 8) due to the dispersion, because of inhomogeneous materials. Working in a quasi-TEM excitation is sufficient up to tens of GHz. We also have noted that the simulator is able to take into account the thickness of the strip conductor; the Electric field is stronger when the thickness is "zero" (strong discontinuity), especially at the corners of the strip.
Figs. 9-10 show respectively the geometry and the waves, incident and reflected, at the strip line input ( probe in "u 1 ": see the "short".
The characteristic impedance (Fig. 11) shows a known behaviour of the stripline.
Imaginary part oscillate a little bit around zero (Fig.   11a) ; it surely due to the Δt/2 shift between current end voltage (cf. Leapfrog method [1] ). Absorbing boundary conditions [11] [12] ) are also a physico-mathematical field to be investigated in-depth (it is one of the reasons we began to build our own simulator).
"Short" (Fig. 11b) : we see resonances-the first one at 8 GHz: The real part of the impedance is very near the same apart the resonances, which are not the case for the imaginary one: Its magnitude is higher below those resonances, due perhaps to an inductive effect.
The fact that the experimental (not presented here) and numerical results agree so well implies that the numerical simulation does a pretty job, picking up the parasitic capacitance or inductance (cf. oscillations) which may be present between the terminals of the device. Finally, in Fig. 12 , are presented the real and the imaginary part of the S 11 parameter for a short strip line; for very low frequencies (null load) the reflected and incident waves have a π phase gap. 
Crosstalk Attenuation with Ground Plane Structures
To seek the efficiency of a ground plane structures in 3D integrated circuits and the robustness of the simulator, we inspect the connection system depicted in Fig. 13 .
The stimulus is a smooth Gaussian pulse: amplitude: 1, standard deviation: 10 -11 s.
The "active area"-the target-acts as a lower device's analog transistor, the metal line ("wire"-the attacker) represents the upper device's digital interconnect lines that induce coupling; the ground plate isolates these two metals.
Presented are on Figs. 14-16 the first simulations.
Evidently, simulation results point out the size dependant shadowing of the ground plate.
An optimum seems obtained (see attacker and target: the attacker becomes alternatively the target (the target becomes the attacker). Some dimension (then frequency) dependent resonance could intervene (cf. cavities or surge in low and middle frequency RLC circuits). We confirm also the inefficiency of a floating shield.
Via Electromagnetic Behaviour
Vias are interconnects commonly found on multilayer printed or integrated circuits [13] [14] . Often, they provide some path to ground or to other device via some RDL (Re-Distribution Layer). In a circuit board application, some parallel conducting planes may be on a constant potential, or grounded. This has no effect on the transient time simulation since this latter is only superposed to the "quiescent point". The via goes to a ground plane; others shielding planes are added on the top and the bottom. Transient simulations are performed for each stripline without being connected to the via, for extraction of incident pulses, and, for instance, characteristic impedance. Simulations for the striplines connected to the via, with each port excited, are needed for extraction of scattered pulses. Fig. 18 presents the electric field distribution maps. We can see the propagation pace of the electric field along the structure.
The S-parameters are shown in Fig. 19 . At low frequency, all the signal is transmitted through the via, since in high frequency appear oscillations that we suppose coming from inductive and capacitive phenomena. This simulator permit also to take into account ground bounces induced by some parasitic electro-magnetic waves. Fig. 20 shows voltages observed at the two ports, for the transient regime. The pulse is quite well transmitted to the stripline. We observe also important oscillations.
Our further work will be to extract, not only the R.C passive equivalent parameters, but also the inductances, which are not so easy to grasp (not only because of the skin effect). 
Conclusions
In this paper, after presenting a resolution of the curls of the electric and magnetic field, using a FDTD method (finite-difference time-domain), applied to a single conducting plate, we go on by studying the capabilities of a well-known but rarely used numerical simulator (Sentaurus) to the analysis of two or three-dimensional interconnect structures, developed on time domain; in this case, FFTs are taken as post processing.
We did go on to the crosstalk study between two striplines shielded by some ground plane, and we show that an optimum surface of the shield should be achieved. Our conclusion is that, for the following works, we essentially will use the "FDTD" simulator for two essential reasons. The first one: This simulator is also dedicated to device analysis. The other reason is we will go on to develop our own time domain simulator, taking care of the no totally resolved boundary problems, nowadays.
